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Darsana Puthuppally



Darsana CMI International School, Puthuppally
A Trend setter among the top schools in town!!

The Darsana CMI International School, Puthuppally 
prides in following closely on the footsteps of the visionary 
Saint Kuriakose Elias Chavara. A sacred temple of education
run by the CMI Fathers, we strive on a mission to allow 
all our students to develop their critical thinking and 
communication skills. We at ‘Darsana’, strongly believe every 
child’s passion and interests should be encouraged.

The great vision of our Patron Saint Kuriakose Elias Chavara 
is our driving force to establish a community of competent 
individuals capable to take on the challenges of the world 
with utmost confidence. We at Darsana are executing this 
dream of moulding a new generation of intellectually 
competent, spiritually mature, morally upright, psychologically 
integrated, physically healthy and socially acceptable boys 
and girls. Every child who walks into this school immediately 
becomes a part of the Darsana family. 2



The dedicated and qualified staff are on a mission to facilitate 
learning, balancing both scholastic and non-scholastic areas in 
learning, to help develop a well-rounded personality. Our structured 
curriculum, continuous evaluation and value based education help in 
attaining our set goals. Service, social responsibility and leadership 
are part of the school’s curriculum and are embedded in its ethos.

The Darsana CMI International School, Puthuppally has prospects 
to be a Higher Secondary School aiming at growing to the National 
level with International features. With competent teachers, modern
facilities and the state of the art infrastructure, we are definitely
sure to realize our dreams. The school follows the ICSE curriculum
and syllabus and is affiliated to ICSE, New Delhi with affiliation
number 145/2014.

Darsana CMI International School, Puthuppally is a hallmark of 
quality education assuring that there is no compromise with 
excellence! 

We are delighted to welcome you into the Darsana family!!
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Why Darsana becomes your first choice?

Ï0ARAMOUNTÙOFÙACADEMICÙEXCELLENCE�

Ï!ÙCALMÙANDÙSERENEÙCAMPUSÙINÙANÙUNPOLLUTEDÙLOCALEÙ
nestled atop Carmel Hills.

Ï#ENTÙPERCENTÙRESULTSÙATTAINEDÙINÙBOARDÙEXAMS�100%

Ï7ELLFURNISHEDÙSMARTÙCLASSROOMS�

Ï!ÙRADIOÙSTATION�MUSICÙSTUDIOÙTOÙSHOWCASEÙTALENT�

Ï3TATEÙOFÙTHEÙARTÙLABORATORIESÙFORÙ"IOLOGY�Ù0HYSICS�Ù
Chemistry, Computer Science, Math and English.
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Ï!ÙTEAMÙOFÙWELLÙQUALIFIEDÙANDÙDEDICATEDÙFACULTY�

Ï'ROUPÙCOUNSELLINGÙSESSIONSÙ�ÙCAREERÙGUIDANCEÙCLASSES�

Ï!ÙSETÙTIMEÙALLOTTEDÙFORÙMEDITATIONÙPRIORÙTOÙACTIVEÙLEARNING�

Ï/PPORTUNITYÙTOÙCONTINUEÙNEXTÙLEVELÙOFÙEDUCATIONÙINÙ
CMI institutions.

Ï(UGEÙPLAYGROUNDÙANDÙKIDSÙPLAYÙAREAS�

Ï3CHOLARSHIPSÙPROVIDEDÙFORÙTHEÙDESERVING�

Ï-ODERNÙCOMMUNICATIONÙFACILITIES�
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Address:
Darsana CMI International School
Carmel Hills, Poomattom Campus
Puthupally (P.O), Kottayam, Kerala - 686011

Follow us on:

www.darsanaschool.org

'%4Ù).Ù4/5#(Ù7)4(Ù53
Phone (O): +91 481 2351999, 2352111

Mobile (Principal): 91-8547617621
Mobile (Office): 91-8547755202

Email ID: darsanaschool14@gmail.com


